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ABSTRACT
Knowledge graphs such as DBPedia and Freebase contain sparse
linkage connectivity, which poses severe challenge to link pre-
diction between entities. In addressing this sparsity problem, our
studies indicate that one needs to leverage model with low com-
plexity to avoid overfitting the weak structural information in the
graphs, requiring the simple models which can efficiently encode
the entities and their description information and then effectively
decode their relationships. In this paper, we present a simple and
efficient model that can attain these two goals. Specifically, we use
a bag-of-words model, where relevant words are aggregated using
average pooling or a basic Graph Convolutional Network to encode
entities into distributed embeddings. A factorization machine is
then used to score the relationships between those embeddings to
generate linkage predictions. Empirical studies on two real datasets
confirms the efficiency of our proposed model and shows superior
predictive performance over state-of-the-art approaches.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Information systems → Data extraction and integration;
Information extraction; •Computingmethodologies→ Semantic
networks.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Knowledge Bases (KBs) such as DBPedia [8], Yago [18] and Free-
base [1] contain precious large collaborative intelligence, on which
many state-of-the-art NLP applications heavily rely, including ques-
tion -answering [5], entity disambiguation [3], and information
retrieval [4], amongst many others [7, 22, 23]. Knowledge within
such graphs is typically represented as a triple (h, r , t ), which in-
dicates that there is a relation r from head entity h to tail entity
t .

Unfortunately, the complexity of the real-world makes these
knowledge graphs far from complete. In particular, the structural
information provided in the existing knowledge triples is typically
very sparse, which poses a severe challenge for link prediction in
such graphs. For example, in the DBPedia knowledge graph, there
are 99.41% entities (42966066 of entities in total) with at most 43 rela-
tions. Similarly, the Yago graph contains 95.17% of entities(38734252
of entities in total) but with at most 39 linkages [25]. To cope with
such data scarcity, it is desirable to exploit additional information
contained in the text descriptions of the entities and relations. To
date, the distributed representations of the entities and relations
are primarily constructed via encoding their corresponding text in-
formation. However, since an entity is only observed to participate
in very few relations, and in more extreme cases, to participate in
no relations at all (which gives rise to the OOKB, namely “out-of-
knowledge-base” link prediction problem), each training example
(an entity-relation-entity triple) only contains very weak supervi-
sory signal to train the text encoder. Furthermore, this problem
can be aggravated when the number of entities and the vocabulary
size of the text are large, which is the case for current popular
knowledge graphs. In such a scenario, one is naturally motivated to
use a simple text encoder as possible so as to maintain a low model
complexity and avoid over-fitting resulting from data sparsity.
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In this paper, instead of promoting the use of sophisticated text
encoders such as convolutional neural networks (CNNs), we advo-
cate the philosophy of returning to the more basic bag-of-words
models. Specifically, we propose a neural bag-of-word (NBOW)
modelling framework, which contains three simple modules: select-
ing keywords to form bags of words, encoding entities from the
bags of words, and computing the score of a triple using a factoriza-
tion machine. To this end, we present two concrete examples in this
framework, in which the entity encoding is carried out by simply
averaging the word vectors in its bag of words or further modelled
using a graph convolutional network (GCN) respectively. Our ex-
perimental results on two datasets, both old and new, demonstrate
that a bag-of-words model is more effective than a CNN method in
terms of entity encoding for link prediction in sparse knowledge
graphs. In particular, we empirically show that, such simple mod-
els outperform significantly more sophisticated models, including
the current art method ConMask in link prediction over sparse
knowledge bases, for out-of-knowledge-base (or “open-world”) link
prediction. Our simple models have established new state-of-the-art
results for the two benchmark datasets.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: In Section 2, we
present prior works on link prediction in knowledge base com-
pletion. In Section 3, we describe our model for entity encod-
ing and relation scoring for knowledge base instances. In Sec-
tion 4, we perform an experimental comparison of current methods
against our model. We perform these experiments on the datasets
DBPedia50K[17] and FB15K-237* which we generate from FB15K-
237.We show that our method for link prediction is scalable and out-
performs ‘state-of-the-art’ method, ConMask [17] in link prediction
performance for the open-world assumption. We give concluding
remarks in Section 5.

2 RELATEDWORKS
Knowledge Base Completion (KBC) is one of the most important
tasks in NLP. Many efforts have been invested in the link prediction
task of KBC. For a typical link prediction model, we have an encoder
and a decoder. An encoder learns feature representations of entities
or relations and the decoder exploits these representations to predict
the truth value of a given triple.

One of the first works of KBC falls under translation-based mod-
els [2, 9, 20]. These models generally adopt the same principle,
h + r ≈ t, if the triple (h, r , t ) is indeed a fact. More specifically,
TransE [2] assumes a score funtion

fr (h, t ) = ∥h + r − t∥22 (1)

which captures one-one relations, while other expressive translation-
based models [9, 20] are capable of capturing other relations such as
one-many,many-one andmany-many by introducing a relationship-
dependent parameter for the translation of head and tail entities.

Aside translational models, we have models such as ANAL-
OGY [10] and its sub-models HolE [11], ComplexE [19], DistMult [24]
addressing the problem of link prediction. ANALOGY addresses the
problem by imposing analogical properties for the multi-relational
encoding of entities and relations. ANALOGY decodes by using a
relation-specific normal matrixWr as a composition operator on
the head and tail entity embeddings. The goal of ANALOGY is to
receive a high score for a factual triple (h, r , t ), where the score is

formulated as
fr (h, t ) = hTWr t (2)

ProjE[16] views the link prediction task as a ranking problem. ProjE
is a neural model with a combination layer and a projection layer.
Given a tail entity, the combination layer combines the tail entity
embedding with a relation embedding. The resulting embedding
vector is projected to all candidate head entities to compute a score
for the head entity. The goal is to ensure that, top-ranked entities
are the correct entities in the relation. The score for a candidate
head h given a tail entity t and relation r is formulated as

fh (t , r ) = д(hf (t ⊕ r) + bp ) (3)

where f and д are activation functions and ⊕ is a learnable combi-
nation operator.

Despite the promising successes in link prediction, the above
model architectures restrict representation learning on the KB’s
structure. This constrains learning for only entities and relations in
the KB. It also makes it non-trivial to leverage information captured
in descriptions of entities which are usually accompanied with
entities. Some recent works have addressed these issues and have
achieved a boost in link prediction performance [17, 21].

DKRL [21] takes into account the textual information accom-
panied with entities. DKRL proposed a continuous bag-of-words
model (CBOW) and a convolutional neural network (CNN) to build
representations for word-based entity descriptions. Representa-
tions for RDF triples are learned from the structure of the KB.
With the representations for both RDF triples and entity descrip-
tions, they employ a translation-based model for decoding in the
link prediction problem. ConMask [17] on the other hand uses a
relationship-content mask, semantic averaging and a CNN to learn
relationship-dependent embeddings for word-based entities. Con-
Mask outperforms DKRL in link prediction at the expense of a high
order of magnitude in parameters. In both models, they employ a
CNN to assist in extracting representations for word-based enti-
ties. However, we show that a simpler framework, specifically, a
neural bag-of-words model can be used to learn representations for
word-based entities more efficiently.

In the present work, we develop a neural bag-of-words model,
a simple model for link prediction in knowledge bases. We model
the entity encoding for link prediction by constructing a bipartite
graph of word-entity connectives, where entities are represented
by their names or part of its descriptions (see Figure 1). Motivated
by some recent works [15, 26] which employs a GCN to deal with
highly multi-relational data such as knowledge graphs, we develop
the encoder that operates directly on the bipartite graph and further
employ a factorization machine for the link prediction task.

3 NEURAL BAG-OF-WORDS MODEL
3.1 Problem Definition
A Knowledge Base is a graph G = {E,R,T }, where E is a set of
entities-nodes, R is a set of relations-edges and T is a set of factual
triples.T = {(h, r , t ),h, t ∈ E, r ∈ R}. An entity of a triple may have
a relevant textual description. We call this a snippet. We respec-
tively denote hs , ts as the snippets of h, t . We denote (h′, r , t ′) as a
negative triple, i.e. a triple which does not exist in a knowledge base.
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Similarly, snippets of entities of a negative triple is also denoted as
h′s and t ′s .

Our NBOW approach aims to find missing factual triples

T ′ = {(h, r , t ) |(h, r , t ) < T ,h, t ∈ E ′, r ∈ R},

where E ′ is a set of entities such that E ⊂ E ′. That is, OOKB entities
belong to the set E ′\E.

For the link prediction task, the NBOW method consists of two
steps: 1) encoding an entity’s name, along with its snippet, and 2)
predicting the possible linkage between encoded entities. We will
discuss the two steps in the next two sections.

3.2 Entity Encoding
The entity encoding process aims to first extract keywords from an
entity’s name or description, resulting in a bag of words for each
entity. The information in the bag of words is aggregated to form the
distributed representation for the entity’s name or its snippet. The
aggregation can be efficiently achieved by either simply averaging
the word vectors in its bag or leveraging a graph convolutional
network to better capture the structural information of the words
in the bag.

3.2.1 Content Extraction. We first extract relevant words from the
entity’s description. To this end, we use TF-IDF to highlight the im-
portant words (keywords) in the entity’s description. Other works,
such as ConMask [17] use a relation-dependent mask to extract
relevant text given a relation. Unlike their model, the extracted
content using TF-IDF can simultaneously involve several relations.
We address this challenge by using a relation-attentive factorization
model (we will discuss this in Section 3.3.1).

After having all distinct words from entity names and their snip-
pets, we then construct a word embedding matrix V ∈ Rl

w×dw

where lw is the size of the vocabulary anddw is theword embedding
dimension. For a given triple (h, r , t ), we build entity name repre-
sentations h and t for both h and t . Each draws values from Rd

w
.

We do this by aggregating the information in the bag for the entity,
either by simply averaging the embeddings in the bag or leveraging
a graph convolutional network to better infuse the knowledge in
the bag. Similarly, we build entity snippet representations hs and
ts for both hs and ts .

3.2.2 Aggregate Bag-of-Words with Average Pooling. The aggrega-
tion process (ψ ) is defined as a function ψ : S → Rd

w
, mapping

a set of vectors drawn from Rd
w
to the vector space Rd

w
. For n

vectors, S can be represented as the set S = {v1,v2, . . . ,vn }. The
encoderψ (S ) can take the following forms:

ψ (S ) =
∑
i=1

vi (sum pool) (4)

ψ (S ) =
1
n

∑
i=1

vi (average pool) (5)

ψ (S ) = max(S ) (max pool) (6)

where the function max(·) is an elementwise max function [6]. In
this paper, the average pool function is chosen due to its superior
performance.

word node

entity node

word-entity connective

e

Figure 1: A bipartite graph induced from the KB. A word
node is given by its word embeddings. An entity node is a
word-based entity given by a feature vector resulting from
the aggregation of word embeddings of its neighbors. An en-
tity is connected to a word if that entity contains that word.
As an example, the highlighted neighbors of entity e is ag-
gregated using a continuous-bag-of-words encoder to form
a feature representation for e.

3.2.3 Aggregating Bag-of-Words with GCN. Although one can lever-
age the simple average pool for aggregating information out of the
bag-of-words model, other simple strategies can be used to further
improve the information aggregation. To this end, we devise a basic
graph convolutional network (GCN) model for this purpose.

We make use of word-based entities to induce two bipartite
graphs G′1 and G

′
2 from G (see Figure 1). G′1 is a bipartite graph

decomposed into word nodes and nodes for entity names, given
by real-valued vectors. Similarly, G′2 is also decomposed into word
nodes and nodes for relevant entity descriptions, given by real-
valued vectors. Due to the similarity of the structure of G′1 and
G′2, we denote either one of the bipartite graphs as G

′
e . Nodes are

connected in G′e if they share common words. Here and throughout
the present work, we represent a word-based entity (entity name
or entity snippet) as the italic word entity for simplicity and clarity.

The input to the GCN model is the bipartite graph G′e , where
word nodes are initialized with pretrained word embeddings and
entity nodes are initialized by the aggregation of the feature vectors
of its neighbors. The GCN model proposed here makes efficient use
of edges of subgraphs of G′e to propagate and share information be-
tween nodes. More precisely, edges in G′e serves as a transmission
medium which has the sole purpose of propagating information to
and from word nodes to entity nodes for the update of their embed-
dings. The GCN model is equipped with a CBOW encoder which
extract entity embeddings for entity nodes by aggregating the word
embeddings of its neighbors. The neighborhood of any node in G′e
is a bipartite subgraph which can be interpreted as an information
propagation neural network. These subgraphs share parameters
defining how information is transformed and propagated within
the graph. The GCN encoder model learns convolution operators
on these subgraphs for the transformation of information and the
propagation across their edges to update embeddings of nodes.

When the GCN model operates on G′e , taking into account only
the first-order neighborhood of nodes (word, entity), we learn pa-
rameters for a single update of the node embeddings. At each con-
volutional layer, convolution operations are imposed on the graph
to update word nodes and entity nodes. To learn more informa-
tive representations, we successively apply convolutions on G′e
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across the k-th order neighborhood. The GCN model architecture
is illustrated in Fig. 2.

A single update for a word node takes the following form:

hk+1w = ϕ *.
,

∑
j ∈Nw

1
cw

wk
j h

k
j , w

k
wh

k
w
+/
-

(7)

Similarly, an update for an entity node takes the following form:

hk+1e = ϕ *.
,

∑
j ∈Ne

1
ce

wk
j h

k
j , w

k
eψ (Ne )

+/
-

(8)

where ( · , · ) is an element-wise product, hke ,hkw ∈ Rd
w
are the

hidden state representation of entity e and wordw respectively for
the k-th convolutional layer of the neural network. Nw ,Ne corre-
spond to the neighborhood ofwordw and entity e respectively. 1ce ,

1
cw

are normalization constants, where ce = |Ne | and cw = |Nw |.ψ (·)
is the bag-of-words model which we discussed in the previous
section. ϕ (·) is a non-linear activation function. For our model,
we choose tanh function as the activation function ϕ (·). wk

j is a
trainable parameter on layer k for the node j.

In short, for a given triple (h, r , t ) with corresponding entity snip-
pets hs and ts , the GCN model outputs real-valued representations
h, t, hs and ts.

3.3 Relation Scoring
To score the linkage predictions, we leverage a simple factorization
machine which aggregates scores for different pairs of represen-
tations of a given triple. Traditional methods for interaction pair
selection, specifically, [2, 20] measure scores of a candidate triple
(h, r , t ) by calculating the distance between the embedding h+r and
t. Other expressive relation-dependent operators have successfully
measured the score on candidate triples [11, 19].

The main assumption in these methods is that, there is a relation
specific interaction which captures the relation r between h and t
of any given triple. However, the presence of additional features hs
and ts , the relevant descriptions of h and t offers new opportunities.
ConMask incorporates some of these ideas by fusing different pair
of variables in their model and achieve state-of-the-art results. In
our approach, we postulate that, the pairsh−r , t−r ,h−t ,h−ts ,hs−ts
and hs − t captures informative interactions which can improve
the link prediction task.

3.3.1 Relation-Attentive FM. We present a relation-attentive fac-
torization model, a decoder which measure scores for different pair
of representations. The decoder is likened to a factorization ma-
chine [13, 14] which highlights strong relationships between a pair
of variables using a relation interaction parameter.

To capture interactions of pairs, we recall a training instance
as a triple (h, r , t ) ∈ T with additional features hs and ts denoting
snippets of the head entityh and tail entity t . LetX denote a training
instance consisting of the set of variables {h, r , t ,hs , ts }. We model
the link prediction problem by measuring the overall scores of
h − r interactions, t − r interactions, h − t interactions, h − ts
interactions,hs−ts interactions andhs−t interactions for a training
instance. Here, we extract entity embeddings from the encoder
and initialize the relation r with a random vector. We define an
interaction set I consisting of the 6 pair of interaction variables. For

a given unordered pair {e1, e2} ∈ I , where e1, e2 ∈ X, we formulate
a relation interaction parameter γ (different from the embedding of
relation r ) which focuses on relation-specific parts of the interacting
pair to compute a response. We define a score for the interaction of
a pair as

дγ (e1, e2) =
〈
e1 ⊙ e2,γ

〉
(9)

The score assigns a scalar value to show the strength of interac-
tion of a pair. This architecture enables the attention on latent
information of a pair of variables which is closely related to the
relation itself. This process is similar to that of ConMask, where
a relationship-dependent content mask highlights relevant text at
an early stage. We aggregate scores across all pairs in I . The total
score for a training instance takes the form

f (X) =
∑
{i, j }∈I

дγ (i, j ) (10)

The goal is to learn the relation interaction parameter γ such
that, the model score high values for factual triples and low values
for negative triples. See figure 3 for an illustration of this model.

3.3.2 Optimization Objective. For the model to distinguish factual
triples from negative triples, we evaluate the model by generating a
set of negative triples for each factual triple and add to the training
set T . The optimization function we wish to minimize is

L = −
∑
X,y

y logσ ( f (X)) − (1 − y) log(1 − σ ( f (X)) (11)

where σ (·) is a softmax activation function,y is a binary value set to
+1 if we have a factual training instance and 0 if we have a negative
training instance.

4 EXPERIMENTS
In this section, we evaluate our NBOW model. The two versions
of our model are denoted as AFM, where entity embeddings are
extracted by aggregating relevant word embeddings using a CBOW
encoder, and GCN+AFM, where the aggregated word embeddings
are further enhanced using a GCN. In both models, we employ
a factorization machine for the link prediction task in the open-
world assumption. We propose both models to observe the boost in
performance when we employ a GCN to model the noisy depen-
dency of the entity embeddings. We compare our simple methods
to the current state-of-the-art strategy ConMask and two more
competitive baselines. In our evaluation, we report measures for
Filter Mean Rank (FMR), Filtered Hit@10 (FHIT), Filtered Mean
Reciprocal Rank (FMRR).

4.1 Datasets
We perform experiments on an extracted DBPedia dump; DBPe-
dia50K introduced in [17]. DBPedia50K originally contains 32K
entities. There are 28K redundant entities, thus, these entities have
no factual triples in the dataset. Hence, they do not influence re-
sults for any model but just lead to a statistic for the number of
entities as shown in Table 1. DBPedia50K is very different from
some standard dataset like FB15K and FB15K-237. DBPedia50K has
a sparse KB structure and a dense GCN graph structure. But FB15K
and FB15K-237 have a dense KB structure and sparse GCN graph
structure. To validate the efficiency of our model on the open-world
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assumption for link prediction, we introduce a new dataset based
on FB15K-237. We refer to this new dataset as FB15K-237*. FB15K
however has many reciprocal triples so we don’t generate an open
world version of it.

FB15K-237* is generated by randomly selecting 10% of entities
in the KB. These selected entities are classified as open-entities.
Triples in the KB which contain these open-entities are held out for
test and validation. All other triples are used for training. We define
the validation set on 10% of the held out triples, the remaining 90%
is used for the test set. The statistics of all datasets are shown in
Table 1.

4.2 Parameter Settings
For a comparable study, we use similar parameters used in ConMask.
We set the word embedding size k = 200 and draw embeddings
from 200-dimensional trained GloVe vectors which have been made
publicly available [12]. Maximum length for entity name kn = 32,

maximum length for entity snippet kc = 128. Given a training
instanceX = {h, t ,hs , ts , r }, the encoder extracts entity embeddings
for h, t ,hs , ts and initializes a random vector for r . The relation-
attentive model learns interactions from 6 unordered 2-tuples in
the set {{h, r }, {t , r }, {h, t }, {h, ts }, {hs , ts }, {hs , t }}. During training,
our neural network is composed of 1 convolutional layer as seen in
(A) of Fig. 2. The batch size we use is kb = 200 and we choose Adam
as our optimizer with learning rate lr = 0.01. For a factual triple,
we have 10 negative triples constructed by randomly corrupting
either the head or tail entity. We train our model for 200 epochs.

4.3 Open-World Link Prediction
We follow evaluation protocols used in ConMask [17] for a com-
parable analysis. For the open-world link prediction task, we aim
to predict missing entities h or t for a given factual triple (h, r , t ).
Given a partial triple (?, r , t ) or (h, r , ?), this task requires that we
rank a set of candidate entities for the position of missing entity.
We refer to this missing entity as the target entity e . At the testing
phase, for each partial test triple (?, r , t ) or (h, r , ?), we apply a fil-
tering method to rank specific entities. The filter skips all target
entity candidates which have never been connected to the relation
r in the training set. As noted by [17], it avoids the ranking of
relation instances which might be nonsensical. For every target
entity selected, we compute a similarity score according to our
proposed score function f on the training instance X for the candi-
date triple (e, r , t ) or (h, r , e ). We use these scores to rank entities
e in descending order and measure the performance of the model
with the following evaluation metrics: (1) the average rank of cor-
rect entities (denoted as Filtered Mean Rank), (2) the proportion
of correct entities in the top 10 of all entities (denoted as Filtered
Hits@10), and (3) a filtered mean reciprocal rank. Note that, an ef-
fective model scores a low filtered mean rank (FMR), a high filtered
mean reciprocal rank (FMRR) with a high Flitered Hits@10 (FHIT).
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Table 1: Dataset Statistics: #Closed Ent. is the number of entities in the KB, #Open Ent. is the number of OOKB entities &
#Words is the number of words we learn embeddings for the word-based entity embedding extraction task

Dataset #Ent. #Rel. #Train #Valid #Test #Closed Ent. #Open Ent. #Words.
FB15k-237* 14,438 237 241,962 6270 56,431 12,907 1,531 42,780
DBPedia50K 30,449 365 32,388 399 10,969 24,624 5,825 48,185

Table 2: Open-World Performance on DBPedia50K and FB15K-237*

DBPedia50K FB15K-237*
Model Head Tail Head Tail

FMR FHIT FMRR FMR FHIT FMRR FMR FHIT FMRR FMR FHIT FMRR
Target Filtering Baseline 573 0.08 0.04 104 0.23 0.11 474 0.1 0.05 292 0.22 0.12

DKRL 490 0.09 0.08 70 0.40 0.23 - - - - - -
ConMask(Re-Run) 95 0.39 0.35 16 0.81 0.61 146 0.37 0.2 88 0.53 0.34

AFM 94 0.52 0.35 13 0.83 0.64 122 0.44 0.28 93 0.52 0.34
GCN+AFM 89 0.56 0.39 12 0.83 0.63 125 0.47 0.31 85 0.54 0.35

We evaluate AFM and GCN+AFM on the link prediction task in
open-world KBC for the datasets summarized in table 1. We report
results for models AFM, GCN+AFM, ConMask and other baseline
methods implemented in the works of [17]. [17] re-implemented the
method for DKRL [21] to handle the OOKB link prediction task. The
overall performance of the models on DBPedia50K and FB15K-237*
are shown in Table 2. The best performance are bold-faced.

As we can observe, AFM generally achieves better performance
than the baseline methods on both datasets. More importantly, it
shows evidence of superior performance to the state-of-the-art
method ConMask in both DBPedia50K and FB15K-237*. To com-
pare the detail performance metrics, we observe that AFMmanaged
to outperform ConMask entirely on DBPedia50K, showing a signif-
icant boost for FMR, FHIT and FMRR in both head and tail target
entity prediction. On the FB15K-237* dataset, the results are com-
petitive for both ConMask and AFM. Here, we observe that AFM
impressively outperforms ConMask when predicting head target
entities. On the other hand, for the tail target entity prediction,
AFM has a slight degradation in performance (lower by 0.01) in
terms of FHIT, a higher FMR (higher by 5), and equal FMRR when
comparing to ConMask. Promisingly, when we augment AFM with
the GCN, namely the GCN+AFM model, it would be reasonable to
expect a boost in predictive performance since we expect the GCN
to enhance the entity embeddings. We clearly observe that this is
the case, GCN+AFM outperforms all baselines including ConMask
in every metric on the two datasets.

4.3.1 Scalability. In our efficiency analysis, we calculate the com-
putational time for training an epoch (measured in seconds) on
the DBPedia50K dataset. All training is done on a GeForce Titan
Xp system with 2×12GB memory. We compare training times of
our models and that of ConMask in particular. This result is signif-
icant because knowledge bases are known to be usually large in
size and will therefore have a large number of training instances.
For example, DBPedia500K [17] has 3, 102, 677 training instances.
With this large number of instances, state-of-the-art models like
ConMask with complex architectures requiring the tuning of hun-
dreds of hyperparameters will take a longer time to train in 1 epoch.
Models for KBC tasks must therefore be as simple as possible but
efficient to learn large KBs. From the analysis, we observed that

ConMask used 80s to complete an epoch training on DBPedia50K,
while GCN+AFM required only 50s and AFM executed much faster
as expected. Our proposed methods reduces about 40% of execution
time when compared to that of ConMask. These results suggests
that our simple methods have better scalability to large knowledge
graphs. The results also informs us that our model makes better
use of its parameters, and benefits from simplicity and efficiency
compared to ConMask which has a significant model complexity.

5 CONCLUSION
In this study, we advocate the philosophy of exploiting simple mod-
els for link prediction in large knowledge graphs due to their sparse
linkage connectivity between entities. We propose a simple neural
bag-of-words model for link prediction in large knowledge graphs,
named GCN+AFM, which accounts for both entity representation
and link prediction. Specifically, our proposed model utilizes TF-
IDF and average pooling and then enhances entity representations
via a GCN. Experimental results show that the two versions of our
model, namely AFM and GCN+AFM, achieve superior performance
and reduce an order of magnitude in the number of parameters
needed and about 40% execution time when compared to the cur-
rent art model. We also demonstrate that the simple version of
our proposed model, named AFM, achieves better performance to
state-of-the-art methods. These facts make our proposed strategy
suitable for learning from large real-world knowledge graphs with
sparse entity connectivity.
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